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A revealing look at the intersection of wealth, philanthropy, and conservation Billionaire Wilderness takes you inside the exclusive world of the ultra-wealthy, showing how today's richest people are using the
natural environment to solve the existential dilemmas they face. Justin Farrell spent five years in Teton County, Wyoming, the richest county in the United States, and a community where income inequality is
the worst in the nation. He conducted hundreds of in-depth interviews, gaining unprecedented access to tech CEOs, Wall Street financiers, oil magnates, and other prominent figures in business and politics.
He also talked with the rural poor who live among the ultra-wealthy and often work for them. The result is a penetrating account of the far-reaching consequences of the massive accrual of wealth, and an eyeopening and sometimes troubling portrait of a changing American West where romanticizing rural poverty and conserving nature can be lucrative—socially as well as financially. Weaving unforgettable
storytelling with thought-provoking analysis, Billionaire Wilderness reveals how the ultra-wealthy are buying up the land and leveraging one of the most pristine ecosystems in the world to climb even higher on
the socioeconomic ladder. The affluent of Teton County are people burdened by stigmas, guilt, and status anxiety—and they appropriate nature and rural people to create more virtuous and deserving versions
of themselves. Incisive and compelling, Billionaire Wilderness reveals the hidden connections between wealth concentration and the environment, two of the most pressing and contentious issues of our time.
The book is intended to be motivation for anyone out there who want to be rich and achieve financial freedom. It is based on the lives, contributions and secrets of the World's richest billionaires, and how they
succeed in business and life. It is a must-read for future Millionaires and Billionaires!
Billionaire Addiction - Erotic Romance Are you struggling with finding the perfect erotic novel?Then you've come to the right place! By purchasing the "Billionaire Addiction", you will trully enjoy your time.
There are few things better than ending a long day with an AMAZING erotic novel. This is your chance to do just that. Preview Asher's the son of not one, but two billionaires and he's spoiled rotten. As a
youngster, he feels untouchable. When his father finally put his foot down and cut him off, Asher set out in the world to make his own way. But limiting his communication with his family, has later come back
to haunt him. With his mother sick and his father ready to retire, Asher is faced with the responsibility of running the family business. When he returned home to New York, he hadn't planned on staying,
regardless of what happened, but when he meets Monica, things start to detour. Rapidly. Reviews This is a great and very entertaining book! As the story progressed, it became a lot more exciting to read. I
am very addicted to it now. I like Veronica's writing style. It was great! I never knew I would finish this book from cover to cover. It is such a great page turner. It is so hot and very sexy. The scenes were all
amazing. This book is very entertaining indeed! It's packed with amazing plots and wonderfully crafted words by the author. This book is like a beautiful treat for a romantic person like me who loves to read a
romantic story with a mixture of drama and hot sexy scenes! It's definitely a page turner! Once you start reading this book, you'll be totally hooked right up to the ending. I just love reading it! I've felt like I was
in character as well, that's how brilliantly written this book is! It's superb and highly commendable! ORDER NOW!
This book explains how public education in this country became dysfunctional as a result of the education policies and programs funded by the federal government to address low academic achievement.
Meet the Billionaires: the 1,645 men and women who control a massive share of global assets worth $6.5 trillion. Darrell West reveals what the other 99.99998% of us need to know. With rich anecdotes and
personal narratives, West goes inside the world of the ultra wealthy. Meet U.S. billionaires such as Sheldon Adelson, Michael Bloomberg, David and Charles Koch, George Soros, Tom Steyer, and Donald
Trump—as well as international billionaires from around the globe. The growing political engagement of this small supra-wealthy group raises important questions about influence, transparency, and
government performance, and West lays bare the wealthification of politics, including: • How billionaires can block appointments and legislation they don’t like • Why the supra-wealthy moved into policy
advocacy and referenda at the state level • Why billionaires run for office in more than a dozen countries around the world
Scrambling to save her family's company, Emma McKinley was shocked when billionaire hotel magnate Alex Garrison tossed her a lifeline— baited with an heirloom engagement ring and a pre-nup an inch
thick. It was a textbook marriage of convenience: he calls off her creditors; she gives him half her company. But the elaborate game of make-believe soon became more intoxicating than either of them
expected. Could a marriage built on a lie withstand the test of true passion?
NATIONAL BESTSELLER “The Social Network, the much anticipated movie…adapted from Ben Mezrich’s book The Accidental Billionaires.” —The New York Times Best friends Eduardo Saverin and Mark
Zuckerberg had spent many lonely nights looking for a way to stand out among Harvard University’s elite, competitive, and accomplished student body. Then, in 2003, Zuckerberg hacked into Harvard’s
computers, crashed the campus network, almost got himself expelled, and was inspired to create Facebook, the social networking site that has since revolutionized communication around the world. With
Saverin’s funding their tiny start-up went from dorm room to Silicon Valley. But conflicting ideas about Facebook’s future transformed the friends into enemies. Soon, the undergraduate exuberance that
marked their collaboration turned into out-and-out warfare as it fell prey to the adult world of venture capitalists, big money, and lawyers.
Key Scholarship in Media Literacy: David Buckingham focuses on the scholarship and research of the eponymous global leader in media literacy education and children’s and young people’s media cultures.
Studies and applications of media literacy education around the globe are indebted to the scholarship of Buckingham.

United States Income, Wealth, Consumption, and InequalityOxford University Press
The Billionaire Blueprint is a guide for one's journey in life in the areas of: The Billionaire's Mindset The Mechanics of Money The Role of Relationships Building Your Empire The
content is geared towards assisting anyone achieve abundance in all aspects of their life. No matter where one is in life and irrespective of their situation or background and no
matter what one is struggling with; The Billionaire Blueprint acts as a loophole for LIFE.
FROM POPULAR ROMANCE AUTHOR JAMBREA JO JONES Remington knows not to date employees, but when his father throws down an ultimatum, everything changes.
Elros only wants overtime but what he gets instead... Remington doesn't want a boyfriend. He's content with his playboy behavior and extravagant lifestyle, but his father is
pushing the issue and wants him to settle down. When an employee comes to him with a request for overtime, he decides to kill two birds with one stone. He can have a pretend
boyfriend, which will make his father happy, and Remington will be able to keep his trust fund and the way of life that goes with it. What could go possibly wrong? He's willing to
find out. Elros needs money—and fast. His boss offers him an opportunity—a bribe, really—to be his fake boyfriend in exchange for a nice-sized payment. Elros isn't sure living a
real-life soap opera is for him, but the money is too good to pass up when his mother has cancer and the bills are adding up faster than he can blink. Maybe playing pretend
could work.
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So much to read, so little time? This brief overview of Dark Money tells you what you need to know—before or after you read Jane Mayer’s book. Crafted and edited with care,
Worth Books set the standard for quality and give you the tools you need to be a well-informed reader. This short summary and analysis of Dark Money includes: Historical
context Chapter-by-chapter overviews Profiles of the main characters Detailed timeline of key events Important quotes Fascinating trivia Glossary of terms Supporting material to
enhance your understanding of the original work About Dark Money by Jane Mayer: Jane Mayer’s Dark Money: The Hidden History of the Billionaires Behind the Rise of the
Radical Right tells the fascinating and troubling story of how a small group of activist billionaires has come to exert an enormous influence on American politics. By using their
wealth to gain effective control of the Republican Party, Charles and David Koch have tied it to a conservative agenda that furthers their own business interests. Drawing on five
years of carefully documented research, Jane Mayer, an investigative journalist and New Yorker staff writer, covers the family history of the Koch brothers and their decades-long
journey from the fringes of right-wing politics to the very center of political power. Her message offers implicit warning about how anonymous, unlimited funding threatens to turn
American politics into a government run by a few. The summary and analysis in this ebook are intended to complement your reading experience and bring you closer to a great
work of nonfiction.
From Wall Street Journal bestselling author J.S. Scott. A-list movie star and billionaire Julian Sinclair learned from past tragedy that life doesn’t come with multiple takes. Now
that he’s figured out what he wants—in the lush form of redheaded Kristin Moore—he’s got one chance to claim it. Between working as a medical assistant and filling in at her
parents’ bar, Kristin has no time for pleasure. So Julian is bringing her to his brother’s Vegas wedding, where their mutual attraction can finally get a starring role. What
happened in Vegas has followed Kristin right back to Amesport, Maine. In the space of one magical weekend, the leading man in all her X-rated fantasies whisked her off to Sin
City for breathtaking sex, followed by an “accidental” marriage she doesn’t remember. Kristin fully expects Julian to demand a quickie divorce. But instead he’s daring her to go
all-in. To gamble everything on a love that might be too good to be true…or the best, wildest adventure of their lives.
A gripping new romance by best selling author Rochelle Williams. Leandra is a successful model-turned-wedding-planner, and she's in love. She met Jaime Morgan while
planning her sister's wedding six months ago, but unfortunately nothing's progressed between them. But when Jaime's mother confronts him about taking over the family
business, Leandra's luck changes. Jaime's mother will only let him break away from the company and start his own business if he marries a nice woman and gives him
grandchildren. Since he already knows Leandra, he thinks she'd be a good candidate, and asks if she'll accept his proposal and arrange their marriage. She does, knowing that
while she's getting the man she so badly wants, the love many only be one way. But the more time Jamie spends with his new bride, will he find Leandra really is his perfect
match? Find out in this exciting and steamy arranged marriage romance by bestselling author Rochelle Williams, a member of African American Club. This African American
novel for adults is suitable for over 18s only due to sex scenes so hot, you'll desire your own billionaire to marry.
How much money does it take to buy a broken heart?There are three things I hate: rich people, boys, and Kai Rush. Kai happens to be all three.He and his dad have all the
money in the world from the game app they created, and what do they do with it? They buy private helicopters and flaunt their brand new Teslas.Never mind that people like my
mom and I work multiple jobs just to keep our crappy apartment and pay for back medical bills because my dad ran scared and left us alone.So when my mom tells me we have
a new cleaning job at the Rush's before school, I'm peeved. When he starts texting me, I'm floored.Fit billionaires like him and plus-sized scholarship kids like me barely belong at
Emerson Academy together, much less in the same message thread.How can I get him to see I'm not the catch he thinks I am?More importantly, how can I get my heart to stay
on the same page?Continue reading in The Curvy Girl Club with Curvy Girls Can't Date Billionaires. Get ready for an enemies to lovers billionaire romance that turns all
expectations upside down in one incredible read.
He needs a wife. She needs a paycheck. But neither expect the heat in their marriage of convenience. No one puts CEO Jack Sutton in a corner, not even his mother... or her
will. If he wants his inheritance, he needs to be married, but no one said the marriage had to be anything other than a business arrangement. There are plenty of willing women,
and they'll play by the rules: stick to the script and don't fall in love. He only has to find one in time. Too bad he only left himself a few hours. Kelly Bradley made it into the law
school of her dreams, but she has no way to pay and the tuition deadline is fast approaching. Marrying a billionaire might be a bit drastic, but spending one year on his arm will
make all her problems go away... if she can keep her heart in check. That's never been a problem in the past. It's a business arrangement, but when one thing leads to another
will Jack be able to let Kelly go? Or can he find a way to renegotiate the deal of his life? This is a standalone book in the Sutton Billionaires Series. A shorter version of this book
was previously published in the Sutton Capital Series under the title Legal Ease.
"Everything I love in a romance." --- Lori Foster, 2014
By bestselling author Mya Grey - sexy, funny holiday romance - " A Billionaire's First Love" tells a story of the first love for a sexy Spanish Billionaire Heir - as enemies to lovers. An irresistible
page-turner for those that enjoy the action and adventure of an explosive friendship turned loving and passionate romance. A Billionaire's First Love A Mya Grey's short story packed with
travel, mixed martial arts, and contemporary romance. "Tap if you don't want to get hurt!" he hears as he opens his eyes to see her beautiful face close to his as he lay flat on his back on the
mat. The last thing he remembered was his face between her thighs as she cut off his circulation. Alonzo's ego was crushed, totally crippled for the very first time--by a woman! "Do you even
know who I am?" he said to her. Sure, he thought. She's a purple belt in Jiu-Jitsu...but I'm Alonzo, the only rightful heir of the Ortega family. A Spanish billionaire with more power than she can
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fathom. But he didn't tell her that. Camila doesn't give a damn about his gorgeous body or his self-absorbed attitude. And that drives him crazy. Now he's obsessed. Not to sleep with her. But
to beat her on the mat and show her who the boss. But in the midst of his determination, they begin to form a friendship. Unlike any other woman Alonzo has encountered, Camila does not flirt
with him. She pays for her own drinks and would rather teach yoga than party all night. She is blunt and speaks her mind. She is wild but level-headed, confident, and strong. She is everything
he is not. But everything he needs Warning: This book is intended for mature readers only. Interview with the author Question - So, what makes A Billionaire's First Love special? Answer There is a mix of things, I enjoy reading contemporary, action & adventure, satire and mostly enemies to lovers fiction. A Billionaire's First Love- book 1 is set in BALI. My story brings you
away and escapes to a different world. This story will bring you to the exotic island of Bali, this is a perfect place to be in love, to see things in different perspectives. to heal and to be reborn
again. Overall this book is a breath of fresh air for those who are a little tired of alpha men and submissive women. A book that will bring a hot couple together through jiujitsu, yoga, traveling
and most of all being truthful. Question: How did you come up with the idea? As I finished my Jiujitsu class one day, the idea of a martial art romance just appeared, I love women's fictions and
romance but can't stand wimpy female prognosis. So creating Camila was perfect for me. A Billionaire's First love is about two imperfect people from entirely different backgrounds and
cultures finding strength and empowerment to become better. Question: - How many sequels are you planning for this Series Answer: Initially, I wanted to write a 5 series story, but I think a
trilogy will be perfect. Question: As a new author what is your challenge? Answer: Getting more people to read and review my story! *Laugh Question What is book 2 going to be like? Answer:
It is going to be sweet and it is going to be good, I will leave a nice surprise for my readers.
An informative and funny deconstruction of how the giants of American capitalism shape our world In Billionaires, Darryl Cunningham offers an illuminating analysis of the origins and
ideological evolutions of four key players in the American private sector—Amazon founder and CEO Jeff Bezos, media mogul Rupert Murdoch, and oil and gas tycoons Charles and David
Koch. What emerges is a vital critique of American capitalism and the power these individuals have to assert a corrupting influence on policy-making, political campaigns, and society writ
large. Cunningham focuses on a central question: Can the world afford to have a tiny global elite squander resources and hold unprecedented political influence over the rest of us? The
answer is detailed through hearty research, common sense reasoning, and astute comedic timing. Billionaires reveals how the fetishized free market operates in direct opposition with the
health of our planet and needs of the most vulnerable -- how Murdoch’s media mergers facilitated his war-mongering, how Amazon’s litigiousness and predatory acquisitions made them
“The Everything Store,” and how the Kochs’ father’s refineries literally fueled Nazi Germany. In criticizing the uncontrolled reach of power by Rupert Murdoch (in fueling the far right), the
Koch Brothers (in advocating for climate change denial), and Jeff Bezos (in creating unsafe working conditions), Cunningham speaks truth to power. Billionaires ends by suggesting
alternatives for a safer and more just society.
This substantially updated edition of the Business Week bestseller and an Economist “Best Book of the year” tells the story of the secretive billionaire-turned-philanthropist, who is determined
to give away his fortune before he dies. Chuck Feeney was born in Elizabeth, New Jersey, to a blue-collar Irish-American family during the Depression. After service in the Korean War, he
made a fortune as founder of Duty Free Shoppers, the world's largest duty-free retail chain. By 1988, he was hailed by Forbes Magazine as the twenty-fourth richest American alive. But
secretly Feeney had already transferred all his wealth to his foundation, Atlantic Philanthropies. Only in 1997 when he sold his duty free interests, was he “outed” as one of the greatest and
most mysterious American philanthropists in modern times. After going “underground” again, he emerged in 2005 to cooperate on a biography promoting giving while living. Now in his midseventies, Feeney is determined his foundation should spend down the remaining 4 billion in his lifetime.
Once upon a time football was run by modest local businessmen. Today it is the plaything of billionaire oligarchs, staggeringly wealthy from oil and gas, from royalty, or from murkier sources.
But who are these new masters of the universe? Where did all their money come from? And what do they want with our beautiful game? While almost cloaked in secrecy, the billionaire owner
has to raise his head above the bunker when it comes to football ownership – a rare Achilles heel that allows access to worlds normally off limits journalists and outsiders. In the Billionaires
Club James Montague delves deeper than anyone ever dared, to tell this story for the first time. He criss-crosses the world – from Dhaka to Doha, from China to Crewe, from St Louis to
London, from Bangkok to Belgium – to profile this new elite, their network of money and their influence that defies geographic boundaries. The Billionaires Club is part history of club
ownership, part in-depth investigation into the money and influence that connects the super-rich around the globe, and part travel book as he follows the ever-shifting trail around the globe in
an attempt to reveal the real force behind modern-day football. At its heart The Billionaires Club is a football book, about some of the biggest clubs in the world. But it is also about something
bigger: the world around us, the global economy, where the world is headed and how football has become an essential cog in this machine.
What makes a company truly outstanding? What is the secret sauce of delivering successful results over multiple decades? What is common to Asian Paints, HDFC Bank, Axis Bank, Marico,
Berger Paints, Page Industries and Astral Poly? They are Unusual Companies, built by Unusual Billionaires. This book tells the story of these seven companies, handpicked out of 5000 listed
on the stock exchange. Built by visionary business leaders, they have delivered outstanding results for a decade and more. How did these companies do it? Why couldn’t this be replicated by
other companies? What are they doing differently? Saurabh Mukherjea, bestselling author of Gurus of Chaos, delivers an exceptional book with lessons to learn from these seven businesses.
Mukherjea tells you why focusing on the core business is central to corporate success and how a promoter giving up control to the top management could be a boon. He also explains how
investors can generate market-beating investment returns from identifying companies such as these using a simple set of metrics. Packed with these learnings are riveting corporate stories of
how Hindustan Unilever made an aggressive bid to buy Harsh Mariwala’s business, but had to sell a business to him in a few years, or how Page Industries found an innovative way to stop
unionization at their manufacturing units. Other stories include the turnaround of Axis Bank and the boardroom coup that led to its chairman’s exit and how Vijay Mallya sold Berger Paints to
the Dhingra brothers. This book is mandatory reading for anyone who wants to understand how business is done successfully in India.
Over the past 75 years, household income in the United States has increased substantially. Still, by some measures, income inequality has increased as well. This has been the subject of
contested public policy and political discourse. The question still stands: How can we better articulate the nuanced changes in American incomes? It is difficult to have conversations about
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income inequality without an agreed-upon set of terms, metrics, and concepts. United States Income, Wealth, Consumption, and Inequality, edited by Diana Furchtgott-Roth, examines the
trends in income growth in the United States and explores various measures of income, including market, post-tax, and post-transfer income. Within each chapter, distinguished experts
explain how income and wealth--and the way we measure them--have changed in the United States, which demographic groups have benefited from these changes, and how mobility has
changed over time and over generations. Specific chapters explain the roles of gender and race. The resulting book is relevant to modern international policy, particularly in light of the
COVID-19 pandemic, and addresses what can be done to increase economic mobility in the United States.
THE BILLIONAIRE DUKE is book 1 of the Billionaire Duke series. She’s grudgingly willing. He’s reluctant. They’re made for each other. He's a Seattle billionaire who just inherited a British
dukedom he doesn't want. She's the leading candidate for the wife he doesn't want. Can they get out of this? Do they want to? Seattle billionaire Riggins Feldhem just inherited a dukedom
complete with a large British estate, a title, and the obligation to marry and produce an heir. With a woman his predecessor, the Dead Duke, has selected for him. A woman who uncomfortably
stirs his jaded heart. But no one is going to force him into marriage. There has to be a way out of this mess. Haley Hamilton is young, just out of college, and looking for a hero. Riggins could
give her everything. Or completely break her heart. She doesn't want to be anyone's forced duchess. But the Dead Duke, and Riggins' irresistible charm are making it impossible to resist.
Scroll up and grab your copy today!

Chuck Feeney was born in Elizabeth, New Jersey, to a blue-collar Irish-American family during the Depression. After service in the Korean War, he made a fortune as founder of
Duty Free Shoppers, the world’s largest duty-free retail chain. By 1988, he was hailed by Forbes Magazine as the twenty-fourth richest American alive. But secretly Feeney had
already transferred all his wealth to his foundation, Atlantic Philanthropies. Only in 1997 when he sold his duty free interests, was he “outed” as one of the greatest and most
mysterious American philanthropists in modern times. After going “underground” again, he emerged in 2005 to cooperate on a biography promoting giving while living. Now in
his mid-seventies, Feeney is determined his foundation should spend down the remaining $4 billion in his lifetime.
Francine is stunned when she discovers she’s been married—for the last ten years—to Benny, her surly, nerdy frenemy she worked with one summer in Vegas. How in the world
did they end up married? Though there was a certain drunken night…. She tracks Benny down, sure he’ll be as shocked about the marriage as she is, sure he’ll be happy to
dissolve their union ASAP so she can get the documents she desperately needs. She's surprised to find that Benny is now a cold, wolfish billionaire. And yes, he’ll sign the
paperwork…for a price: she has to spend the next three weeks playing his adoring wife. Most Eligible Billionaire (Henry & Vicky) The Billionaire’s Wake-up Call Girl (Lizzie &
Theo) Breaking the Billionaire’s Rules (Max & Mia) The Billionaire’s Fake Fiancée (Rex and Tabitha) Return Billionaire to Sender (Noelle & Malcolm) Just Not That Into
Billionaires (Francine & Benny)
The New York Times bestselling author of The Billionaire and the Virgin returns with a tale of Shakespearean-style seduction... Edie's an overbearing cat behaviorist who's not
big on people. Magnus is a newly-rich game developer who likes to be in control. When the two of them meet at Gretchen and Hunter's masquerade engagement party, the
loathing is mutual. Unfortunately for them—and everyone else—they're in the wedding party together and must deal with each other for the next few months. But when Magnus's
younger brother falls for Edie's sister, he begs for his brother's help in concocting a plan to win her over. If Magnus can keep the prickly Edie occupied, his brother will have time
to woo Edie’s sister. Of course, Magnus isn't interested in the slightest, but Edie is...intriguing. And stubborn. And smart. And sexy. And they might have more in common than
they thought. Before long, it becomes a challenge between the two of them to see who will be tamed first. But how’s Edie going to react when she finds out that Magnus is using
her? And how’s Magnus going to handle the fact that he’s fallen for a cat lady? Praise for the Billionaire Boys Club novels “Blazing hot.”—USA Today “A fast, sexy
read.”—Fiction Vixen “Great storytelling…delightful reading…It’s fun and oh so hot.”—Kirkus Reviews
Educating Media Literacy argues that critical media literacy must be part of teacher education programs in order to strengthen students’ and teachers’ media literacy knowledge
and to make public schools stronger in the face of neoliberalism.
All of Jared Sinclair s wealth still can t ease the pain from his terrible childhood or his guilt over a recent tragedy. Unable to forgive himself, the billionaire property investor buries
his emotions, toughens his skin, and becomes a notorious womanizer, refusing to commit his heart to a woman when he s convinced she wants only his wallet. But ever since
Jared arrived in Amesport, Maine, he s been intrigued by Mara Ross, the petite and sexy shop owner who asks nothing of him. When Mara s store is purchased without her
knowledge, she stands on the brink of losing her home, her livelihood, and generations of family history. Then the irresistibly persuasive Jared proposes a business deal to Mara
and soon draws her into a steamy, sensual affair, convincing her that he s anything but cold. However, when a revelation shakes Mara s fragile trust to the core, Jared must
finally confront the truth about his past. In "The Forbidden Billionaire," J. S. Scott brings the next chapter in her passionate Sinclairs series to life."
Everyone wants to be rich, but do you know that there is a SCIENCE OF GETTING RICH. This book explains in simple steps how you can first ready yourself to earn more,
without hassles or worries. From the simplest question of who all can actually get rich, to the small steps taken – like developing a will power, showing gratitude, getting into the
right business – have been explained in detail, in everyday terms. Read on, and find out the secret behind changing your life and the way your earn.
Originally published: New York: Doubleday, 2016.
?A story by USA Today bestselling author becomes a comic!?Emmie is a hard-working executive assistant who’s so modest and unassuming that it annoys even her boss,
Bastian. One day, he learns that she’s listed on the website of an escort company and calls her into his office to ask about it. The truth is that Emmie’s mother runs the escort
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company and put up a photo of Emmie without asking. Emmie is furious, but when her mother tells her that there’s one customer who insisted on seeing her, Emmie agrees to
go out with him, just once. But then she learns that the customer is none other than… her boss!
Valentina holds her newborn son. Though hers wasn’t a planned pregnancy, she’s determined to raise him on her own. But then, several months later, she’s informed that he isn’t her son
after all. Apparently, her baby was mixed up with someone else’s at the hospital. The father of the other child, Giovanni, has just gone through a divorce and is also raising his son on his own.
When the babies are returned to their biological parents, they won’t stop crying. At a loss and determined to do what’s best for his child, Giovanni suggests to Valentina that they move in
together.
When Harper's sister goes missing, she approaches an old flame for help--wondering if she might still harbor feelings for him--but finds herself falling for his twin brother instead.
Featured on NPR and PBS’s SciTech Now, and in Fast Company, Forbes, and the Wall Street Journal The inside story of the new race to conquer space For the outsize personalities staking
their fortunes on spaceships, the new race to explore space could be a dead end, a lucrative opportunity—or the key to humanity’s survival. Elon Musk and Jeff Bezos take center stage in this
fast-paced narrative as they attempt to disrupt the space economy and feed their own egos. We meet a supporting cast of equally fascinating entrepreneurs, from the irrepressible British
mogul Richard Branson to the satellite internet visionary Greg Wyler. Tim Fernholz’s fly-on-the-wall reporting captures an industry in the midst of disruption. NASA seeks to preserve its
ambitious space program, traditional aerospace firms like Boeing and Lockheed Martin scramble to adapt to new competitors, lobbyists tussle over public funds, and lawmakers try to prevent
this new space race from sparking global conflict. Fernholz spins this high-stakes marathon into a riveting tale of rivalry and survival.
Ruthless and rich, Cade Lorimer is assigned a very special task by his adoptive father-find his granddaughter! Tess Ritchie has always believed she has no family, so it's a shock when Cade
shows up, claiming she's an heiress to a fortune! Tess steps reluctantly into his world of glitz and glamour, then willingly into his bed. But there can be no future for their jet-set affair, for he's a
hardened playboy and she is his innocent mistress….
Love don’t cost a thing… except everything. When billionaire mogul James Preston hires an escort as a date for his brother’s wedding, he knows he’s taking a risk. One thing he won’t be
taking? The escort’s clothes off. He just wants a date—not a girlfriend. Not a relationship. No strings. No ties. No games. No sex. He has his reasons. He lost someone he loved, and isn’t
interested in trying again. Too many opportunities for mistakes or worse, heartbreak. Audrey Reynolds became a high-end escort to keep her brother in his expensive group home. James
Preston is the client of her dreams—he’s offering to pay her more money for two weeks than she’s ever made before. But James is... difficult. He’s gorgeous, troubled and all too human for
Audrey's business-like tastes. Determined to complete her assignment and collect the money, Audrey tries to play by James’s rules. But before she knows what's happening, he's rewriting the
contract. When Audrey ends up in James’s bed, he realizes that she’s everything he’s wanted… and everything he’s been running from.
This is part 2. The charade between Rebecca and Marcus comes crashing down all around them. When the plot thickens, Rebecca thinks she's getting in over her head. But when she looks
into Marcus's eyes, she just can't resist.
Sometimes temptation strikes when you least expect it. Straitlaced Courtney Belmont prefers to avoid the spotlight that the media always has focused on her family. She leaves any behavior
that might catch its attention to her younger sister—or at least she always has until Josh Williamson, better known to his fans as J.T., sits down next to her while she’s on vacation. Josh will do
anything to make sure he keeps joint custody of his young daughter, including putting his career on hold and getting married. There isn’t a doubt in his mind that Courtney Belmont, the
woman he spent an incredible two weeks with, is perfect for the role. Her reputation is flawless, her family is powerful, and more importantly, she’s remained in his thoughts since the last time
he left her hotel room. Although hesitant, Courtney agrees to be Josh’s temporary wife. However, it’s not long before Josh wants her in his life forever. But can a man who spends his life
acting convince her that his feelings are real? Tempting The Billionaire is the thirteen book in USA Today best selling author Christina Tetreault’s The Sherbrookes of Newport Series. While it
can easily be read as a standalone story, you'll likely enjoy reading the other books, too. Fall in love with The Sherbrookes of Newport today. Loving The Billionaire The Teacher's Billionaire
The Billionaire Playboy The Billionaire Princess The Billionaire's Best Friend Redeeming The Billionaire More Than A Billionaire Protecting The Billionaire Bidding On The Billionaire Falling For
The Billionaire The Billionaire Next Door The Billionaire's Homecoming The Billionaire's Heart Tempting The Billionaire
When Jack Cassidy first set eyes on Lisa, he had to have her. He knew it would take time, careful planning and execution—Lisa was the ultimate ice princess, perfectly groomed, controlled and
cautious. She never dated rich, renowned playboys like Jack!
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